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degrading their mental health. In Delaportas’ case, they
have given her the distinct sense of godhood whenever she
plugs into her ’Mech, which, whenever her temper flares
up—an increasingly common occurrence since the implantation—
drives her to wreak unbridled destruction.
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A titan of armor and firepower built for endurance
and absolute battlefield superiority, the Warhammer IIC
was the Clan upgrade to a design already feared by warriors
throughout the Succession Wars. The machine was typically armed
with massively powerful particle cannons backed up by shortrange missiles and a host of lighter energy weapons; however,
variations soon appeared that were even more lethal, including
this quadruple–heavy laser model, first fielded by the Smoke
Jaguars in their final days.
Captured by the Nova Cats who had sided with the Inner
Sphere against the Jaguars, this particular Warhammer IIC
(nicknamed “Dobutso” by Delaportas) saw action again during the
first Combine-Dominion War in the early 3060s and again during
the effort to liberate Luthien and Dieron during the Word of
Blake Jihad. Like many other Nova Cats, its warrior followed
Stone into his Republic after the war’s end.
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DOB: 08/23/3097
HAIR: Brown
EYES: Green

Anywhere else in the universe, Monic Delaportas would
likely be classified as certifiably insane and then
relieved of her BattleMech, but in the veteran Purifiers of
the Spirit Cats faction, her erratic—almost manic—behavior
is simply considered par for the course. Approaching 40
years old, when many Clanners are put out to pasture,
Delaportas has had sophisticated and dangerous enhancedimaging neural circuitry implanted in her body. The
techno-tattoos, nearly invisible amid the chaotic mix
of ritual markings she bears, are well known to enhance
the effectiveness of Clan warriors while simultaneously
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Serial Number: SJ6302-29D
Mass: 80 tons
Chassis: SFX-80 Endo
Power Plant: Type 10 320 Fusion
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 65 kph
Jump Jets: None
Armor: Forging ZM15 Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
4 General Systems Heavy Large
Lasers
2 Pattern J7 SRM-6 Launchers

